
HERRICK LIBRARY 
LIBRARIANS MEETING 

Minutes 
12/14/2009 

 
Attended by:  Ellen Bahr, Laurie McFadden, Brian Sullivan and Steve Crandall 
 

1) Librarian Schedule between semesters 
January 4 – 8 Steve will be around 
January 11-15 Brian will be around 
 

2) Reference Schedule 
Spring Schedule will be the same as the fall schedule – Steve will add the 
assigned shifts to the Reference account on Outlook. 

 
3) Follow Up on AU Downsizing Initiative 

Laurie noted that no additional suggestions had been received from library staff 
members. 

 
4) Chat Reference via Meebo 

Ellen and Brian noted that no additional questions had come in after the first 
one, and suggested expanding the links to the chat reference to all the librarian 
pages and perhaps other locations within the web page.  It was felt that we will 
need to advertise the service more extensively. 

 
There was interest in combining this service with the 24/7 chat Reference 
initiative that SCRLC has been encouraging.  It is hoped that these initiatives 
will be in place for the beginning of the spring semester. 

 
5) Web Site Redesign 

Ellen showed the initial page of the Herrick site redesign and asked for 
suggestions/reactions.  She also plans to do a demo for the entire library staff 
during the all-staff meeting at the beginning of the spring semester.   
 
She received several suggestions and considerations for the composition of the 
page and the items/tools included on it.   
 
The DVD #s were discussed, in hopes of finding a way for them to display in 
the catalog more directly, without losing the LC number for future use should 
the DVDs be transferred from the recreational collection to the stacks. (Laurie 
will investigate the possibilities.)  



There was also some discussion of whether the separate database/search 
mechanism for DVDs, CDs, and Audiobooks could be replaced with some 
specifically predetermined searches of the catalog (probably a combined 
advanced search with title and format) which would get patrons to the same 
information.  The continued need for a printed guide will also need to be 
addressed before we can switch to a new method of providing this service. 
 

6) Senate Report 
Laurie gave a report on the last Faculty Senate meeting.  Please see official 
senate meeting minutes for the entire report.  
 

7) Library Promotion suggestions from Chad Harriss’ class 
Ellen felt that, in general, the students’ research/presentation indicated that the 
library’s message about its offerings wasn’t getting through to many of the 
library’s student patrons. She’s thinking about how to make connections 
between our services and patrons via the web page redesign.   
 
One avenue for addressing this will be the use of ads: on the web site, in the 
Fiat, and in My Alfred. 
 

The meeting adjourned at 11:20 am. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Steve Crandall, Secretary for the meeting  


